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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

dip pip dip pip hip tip Kip

lip yip hip zip dip nip lip

sip Kip tip rip rip zip sip

nip rip nip nip Kip rip tip

tip zip sip sip yip Kip lip

hip dip lip lip pip yip pip
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

blip ship trip grip ship lip trip

flip drip Kip nip drip hip grip

skip snip dip chip snip dip ship

whip quip blip whip tip slip blip

chip clip hip lip hip clip sip

grip slip flip skip snip quip nip

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

nit kit nit sit wit kit fit

wit sit wit kit bit lit sit

bit fit zit lit hit fit sit

hit lit pit fit zit pit lit

pit nit hit wit pit nit hit

zit wit bit nit sit bit wit

Four in a Row



Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

skit bit grit hit pit sit pit

spit hit slit knit hit slit lit

nit pit spit fit knit grit hit

slit zit skit bit grit spit fit

grit twit lit skit nit skit sit

knit whit fit spit kit twit wit

Four in a Row it #2
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Includes	blends	
&	digraphs



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

sick lick sick Rick tick pick lick

hick Rick hick lick hick kick sick

tick sick tick sick sick hick tick

kick hick kick hick Rick sick kick

pick tick wick tick wick tick wick

wick kick pick kick pick Rick pick

ick #1
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Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

brick pick trick lick chick Rick pick

flick click crick stick trick kick slick

sick thick Rick quick sick stick thick

quick lick prick kick prick quick lick

stick slick brick wick nick tick slick

lick chick tick flick brick flick chick

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

tin win kin bin fin sin kin

bin pin sin tin din bin sin

pin bin tin sin win pin tin

win tin bin kin pin win bin

din sin pin fin bin din kin

fin kin win din tin fin win
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

skin win kin bin shin sin fin

twin pin skin tin chin bin win

pin chin tin thin win spin pin

grin tin twin kin skin win bin

spin shin pin spin bin grin chin

fin thin grin din tin twin shin

Includes	blends	
&	digraphs



Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

mid kid lid rid mid lid mid

bid did bid lid bid did kid

did hid kid did did kid lid

hid mid did bid hid mid hid

kid bid bid lid kid bid rid

lid rid hid kid lid rid bid

id
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

big gig jig zig gig rig jig

gig rig dig wig rig wig dig

rig big wig fig big dig zig

jig fig dig zig big pig

dig pig zig rig pig gig fig

wig fig pig big fig rig wig

ig
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

dip sick sit fit sip Kip kick

lip tick kit lit yip nip lick

nit kick Rick lip Rick tip pick

bit nip sick hip tip hip tick

wit pit tip dip lip Kip sick

pick hit nick kick sip yip rip

ip, it, ick
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Four in a Row
Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

nit mid bit sit fit big pig

rig hid wit hit lit gig gig

kid wit sit zig big zig kid

rid jig nit kit nit rig fig

dig did pit pig bid jig wig

bid wig fig pit kit rid dig

it, ig, id
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins! 

sip mid rid lit kick kit tip

fig dip sin fit sick rip big

bid pig kin dot nip jig gig

bin Kip bin lip dig Rick hit

did lid hip wig sit pick pit

fin kid zig tin tick kick zip
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